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ABSTRACT 

The paper revolves around the "smart rail-bus transport scheme." The document has 

three models, that is to say. Reservation, Search & Live Status and AutoFill. 

Connectivity of customers is considered to provide a better way of understanding 

reservations and solving their issues. This project enables readers to discuss both their 

interesting stuff on different rail and bus seats and anything associated to booking and 

looking for accessibility of seats or live train or bus technology status. It's a fun time 

for consumers to diversify and discover the reservation culture. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Internet plays a crucial role and everything is changing in this globe as per the 

technology and we are adapting to the new technology[1]. Computers played a significant 

role in the early modern era, only high-level operations and originally used to perform 

study computers, only a few individuals used pcs and then individuals began to use pcs 

for their private use[2]. Mobile technology subsequently appeared and mobility has now 

become everything. Everything made mobility easy. As Internet operations of clients 

have moved from using browsers to mobile, fresh possibilities arise to communicate with 

mobile products[3].Local train and bus booking E-Ticket using java application is a 

company application that is aimed at intelligent users, helping clients to book tickets. 

This document explains how the client can book the tickets for hours when finishing the 

payment process without wasting their time in standing in the queues[4].This entire 

document is split into three models such as:  

1) Booking:If a passenger visits the app, he / she can book tickets here in this model. The 
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travelers will find this app more convenient as they can book tickets for both bus and 

train[5]. People can book tickets readily by choosing their option and they will make the 

payment and reservation. 

2) Search & Live Status: If you want to search or inquire about any train or bus, you can 

merely search this app. This app also contains features such as live status, so passengers 

can check the live status of any bus or train[6]. 

3) Auto Fill: This model offers an AutoFill option for travelers to fill in the information 

automatically[7], which will certainly decrease the time needed to book tickets and make 

it easier to book tickets[8]. 

 

Working Model of Rail-Bus Travel System: 

 

Register / Login- This is the first time that customers visit this web app they need to 

register and from then on they need to log in whenever they visit. Customer must enter 

name, e-mail, mobile no. and email for registration. 

 

2. Selection- Then seats are accessible to the customer. As we see in the picture below, it 

demonstrates a lot of user choices and he / she can choose from there. 
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3. Enquiry-Now come to the next step, the customer must continue to the reservation 

point after inspecting the seat. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

Increasing acceptance of the Internet ticketing system over time is emphasized by steady 

growth of railway and bus paper. Generally speaking, the conclusion is that if internet 

ticketing projects meet a perceived customer need, they are acceptable to a broad 

spectrum of clients and growing numbers. 
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